FACULTY FELLOWSHIP AWARDS

Teaching Projects/Curricular Development:
Martha C. Rieth Faculty Fellowship
Sunil Sahu (Professor of Political Science) – “Modernizing Comparative Politics (CP) Curriculum”

Scholarly/Creative Projects:
Fulton Family Faculty Fellowship
Meredith Brickell (Associate Professor of Art) – “The House Life Project”

Allen A. Wilkinson Faculty Fellowship
Julia Bruggemann (Professor of History) – “Losing home in the Reich? Memories of a Forced Journey”

Arthur Vining Davis Foundations Faculty Fellowship
Pedar Foss (Professor of Classical Studies) – “Finishing off “Pliny and the Destruction of Vesuvius””

John T. and Margaret Deal Faculty Fellowship
Joseph Heithaus (Professor of English) – “Another Alphabet: A Collection of Stories”

Joseph Boyer Faculty Fellowship
Kevin Howley (Professor of Communication and Theatre) – “Drones: Media Discourse and the Politics of Culture”

Larz A. Whitcomb Faculty Fellowship
Smita Rahman (Associate Professor of Political Science) – “Book project: “The Politics of Honor””

Alfred and Kathleen Evens Faculty Fellowship
Andrea Sununu (Professor of English) – “Preparation of The Complete Writings of Katherine Phillips for the Oxford English Text Series”